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On- and olf-line identification of linear state-space models

MARC MOONENt, BART DE MOORt,
LIEVEN VANDENBERGHEt and JOOS VANDEWALLEt

A geometrically inspired matrix algorithm is derived for the identification of state-
space models for multivariable linear time-invariant systems using (possibly n<>isy)
input-output (1/0) measurements only. As opposed to other (mostly stochastic)
identification schemcs, no variance-covariance information whatever is involved,
and only a limitcd number of I/O-data are required for the determination ol the
system matrices. Hencc, the algorithm can be best describcd and understood in the
matrix formalism. and consists of the following two steps. First, a state vector
sequence is realized as the intersection of the row spaccs of two block Hankel
matrices, constructed with ilO-data. Tben Ihe system matrices arc obtained at once
from the least-squares solution of a set of linear cquations. When dcaling with noisy
data, this algorithm draws its excellent performance from repcaled use of the
numerically sta bie and accurate singular value decomposition. Also, the algorithm
is easily applied to slowly time-varying systems using windowing or exponential
weighting. These results arc iIIustrated by examples. including the identification of
an industrial plant.

I. Introduction

Identification aims at finding a mathematical model from the measurement record
of inputs and outputs of a system. A state-space model is a most obvious choice for the
mathematical representation because of. its widespread use in system theory and
contro!. However, reliable general purpose state-space identification schemes have lIot
become standard tools so far, mostly due to the computational complexity involved
(Ho and Kalman 1965, Kung 1978.Zeiger and MeEwen 1974).

The theory of canonical correlation analysis. independently developed in the mid-
1930s by Hotelling (1936) and Obukhov (the idea of using singular value decompo-
sition (SVD) to compute the principal angles and vectors being due to Bjorck and
Golub (Golub and Van Loan 1983),has been intensively applied to the stochastic
identification problem, where, as a major departure, canonical variate analysis is used
to choose linear combinations of the past random process to optimally predict the
future of the process. The analysis of a system in terms of past and future naturaJly
leads to a state-space description (Akaike 1974, 1975, Baram 1981, Ramos alld
Verriest 1984, Larimore 1984). Nevertheless, the intensive use of covarianee inform-
ation is a major drawback in practice, since finite data records reveal only poor
approximations for covarianee matrices.

In th is paper, a novel approach is presentcd, that resembles the canonical varia.te
methods greatly, although no variance-covariance information is involved whatso-
ever, and only a finite number of input-output-(I/O)-data are required for the
determination of the system matrices. The main step in the identification procedure
consists of the SVD of a block Hankel matrix, constructed with IlO-data. As it turns
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out that only the lef!singular basis is required,both the computational load and the
noise sensitivity are considerably reduced. Moreover, the identification scheme is
easily converted into an adaptive version. Section 2 briefty describes useful properties
of dynamic systems that are used in § 3 to show how a sequence of state vectors can be
calculated. The system matrices are then identified by solving an overdetermined set
of linear equations (§ 4). Tbe olf.line algorithm is summarized in § 5, and converted
into an adaptive on-line algorithm for slowly time-varying systems in § 6. Both
strategies are iIIustrated by examples.

consecutive inputs (u[k] is an m x I vector, where m is the number of inputs)

2. Dynamic systems
The most general linear discrete-timemultivariable state-space model may be

written as

X contains consecutive state vectors

x[k + I] = At' x[k] + Bt' u[k] +w[k]

y[k] = Ct .x[k] + Dt .u[k] + v[k]

x = [x[k] x[k + I] x[k +2] ... x[k +j - I]]
r, isanextendedobservabilitymatrix

(I)
C

CA

rE= I CAz
where u[k], y[k] and x[k] denote the input (m-vector), output (I-vector) and state
vector at time k, the dimension of x[k] being the minimal system order n. Ab Bt, Ct
and Dt are the unknown system matrices at time k to be identified, only making use of
recorded I/O-sequences u[k], u[k + I],... and y[k], y[k + I], ... As it is obvious that
only the observable part of the system can be identified from observed I/O-<lata, it is
assumed that the system is completely observable, thus omitting the unobservable
part at the very outset. wek] and v[k] are additional unknown noise sequences,
accounting for measurement noise, process noise, model mismatch, etc. They are
identified as the residuals of the set of equations that determine the system matrices
(§ 4), and can thus be omitted for a while. Also, for the time being, we consider only
time-invariant systems,so that the state-spaceequations eventually reduce to

x[k + I] = A' x[k] + B' u[k]

y[k] = C'x[k] + D'u[k]

CAI-I

Finally, H, is a lower triangular block Toeplitz matrix containing the Markov
parameters

(2)

We now state two important theorems that are used throughout.

Theorem I

Sequences u. y, x that satisfy (2), also satisfy the following general structured 1/0-
equation:

y~= rl. X + H,.U~ (3)

Prooi
Tbe proof is straightforwardby repeatedsubstitution of (2). o

Instead of going into details, we loosely state that i and j should be chosen
'sufficientlylarge' (so that y~and U~contain enough information on the system), and
in particular j ~ max (mi, lij ('very rectangular' block Hankel matrices), as this
reduces both the computationalload and the noise sensitivity (see below).

Y" is a block Hankel matrix (i block rows, j columns) containing the consecutive
outputs (y[k] is an I x I vector, where I is the number of outputs)

Theorem 2

Let Y",U~ and X be defined as in the previous theorem, and let H denote the
concatenation of ~ and U~

U~ is a block Hankel matrix with the same block dimensions as Y",containing the H = [ ~:J

u[k] u[k + I] ... u[k + j - I]

u[k+ I] u[k+ 2] ... u[k + j]

U=I

u[k + 2] u[k + 3] ... u[k+j+ I]

u[k+i-I] u[k+i] ... u[k+j+i-2]

D 0 0 ... 0

CB D 0 ... 0

CAB CB D ... 0
H -I

,- CAzB CAB CB ... 0

:
CA'-2B CA1-JB CA'-4B ... D

y[k] y[k + I] ... y[k+j-I]

y[k + I] y[k + 2] ... y[k + j]

=I

y[k + 2] y[k + 3] ... y[k+j+l]
: : :

y[k+i-I] y[k + i] ... y[k+j+i-2]
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rank(H)...mi+n (5)

NOle on condition (ij): When this condition is not satisficd. rank(X ,ut)
< rank (X) (rank cancellation).and againapplicationof the rank propcrtyrevealsan
underestimationof the systemorder. However.it can bc expcrimentallyveritied that
rank cancellation is not generic.and the probabilitythat rank cancellatiol1occurs.
decreasesfor fixedi (numbcr of rows in UA) with increasingj (numbcr of columns in
UAand X). (In a stochastic framework. this matter would bc passed olf easily by
saying E(x[k]' u[k]') = O. E(x[k]' u[k + I]') = O. where E is the expcctation
operator.)

NOle on condition (jij): Similar to the previous ones. this third condition is
generically satisfied when the input is 'sufficiently exciting' (inherent in the identific-
ation problem).

then. under the conditions that

(i) rank (X) = n, i.e. all modes are sufficiently excited (n bcing the minimal system
order), and

(ii) spanro.(X) ('\spanro.(UA)= 0. the followingrank property holds

rank (H) =rank (UA)+n (4)

(jij) Also, when rank (U A)... mi = numbcr of rows in UA.this rank propcrty reduces
to

Prooi
From (3) it followsthat

In the following. it is always assumed that these three conditions are satisfied.

Y".u~=r"x'ut 3. Determination of state vector sequence
We now demonstrate how a sequence of state vectors may bc calculated as the

intersection of the row spaces of two block Hankel matrices. constructed from
input-output vectors.Let Hl and Hz bc the concatenationof y"1' UAl and Y"z, Uu'
respectively

and then

rank(y'" W) ==rank(r,' X' U~)

wherethecolumnsof ut spanthekernelof UA(not trivialsincej~ mi).Sincer, has
full column rank (cf. observability)

rank(r,' X. U~) = rank (X . ut) - dim[span.o.(X'ut) ('\(spanro.(r,»J.]
==rank(X' W) -dim(span.o'(X' ut) ('\0)

= rank (X . ut)

By making use of condition (ii)

rank(X' ut) =rank (X) - dim [span,o.(X) ('\(span.ol(Ut)J.]

= rank (X) - dim [span,o. (X) ('\ span,ow(U A)]

==rank (X)

Finally, under condition (i)

rank (X) =n

By combining all the above equations, we obtain

rank(y"'Ut)=n

and this, in factomeans that the row space of YAaddsn dimensions to the row space of
UA' which proves (4). 0

This theoremallows us to estimate the system order, prior to further identification
of the system matrices.

and UAI' Uu similarly constructed. Both matrix pairs satisfy the I/O-equation

y"1 = r"xl + H,' UAI (7)

y"z=r,'Xz+H,'Uu (8)

Nole on condition (i): rank (X) ==n. in other words all modes should bc sufficiently
excited (pcrsistant excitation). When certain modes are not, i.c. unobservable in the
I/O-data currently under investigation, they cannot bc identified either and applic-
ation of the above rank propcrty will reveal too low a system order, this problem
bcing inherent in system identification.

Theorem 3

ICX z is defined as

Xz==[x[k+i] x[k+i+l] ... x[k+i+j-I]]

----

[y"1 ] [y"z ] (6)H.= . Hz=
UAI Uu

where

y[k] y[k + I] ... y[k+j-I]

y[k + I] y[k + 2] ... y[k + j]

Y"t=\

y[k + 2] y[k + 3] ... y[k +j+ I]

y[k+i-I] y[k+i] ... y[k + j + i - 2] -

y[k + i] y[k + i + I] ... y[k+i+j-I]

y[k+i+l] y[k + i + 2] ... y[k + i + j]

y"z= y[k + i + 2] y[k + i + 3] ... y[k+i+j+ I]

y[k + 2i - I] y[k + 2i] ... y[k + 2i +j - 2]
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then it occurs that both row spacesdo not intersect.An approximate intersectioncan be
calculated though, using the n first principal vectors (canonical variate analysis), n
being determined by (5). As it turns out to be both computationally lessdemanding
and lesssensitiveto noiseon the I/O.data, an alternative procedureis presented.Let

the SVD of H= [::Jbe

H= [
UI1 UI2

][SII O]V'
U2I Un 0 0

where the matrices have the following dimensions

dim(Uld =(mi + lil x (2mi+ n)

dim( U 12)=(mi + /i) x (21i - n)

dim(U2d = (mi + lil x (2mi + nl

dim (U n) =(mi + lil x (2U- n)

dim(SII) =t2mi +nl x (2mi+ n)

span (X 2)= span,ow(H I) ('\ span,ow(H2)

(see (6) fo~ the definition of Hl and Hz) so that any basis for this intersection
constitutes a valid state vector sequenceX 2 with the basisvectorsas the consecutive
row vectors.

Note that different choices for a basis differ in a transformation matrix T that
transforms a model A, B, C, D into an equivalent model T-I .A .T, T- I .B, C' T. D
(Kailath 1980).

Praal

It is first proven that the dimension of the intersection equals n. Then, the (n-
dimensional) row space of X 2 is shown to lie within both row spaces.

By making use of the rank property (5), we derive

dim(HI) =dim(Hz) =mi+n

where dim (M) is a shorthand notation for the dimension of the row space of M. This
rank property holds equally weil for the concatenation of Hl and H2

H=[::]
From

dim(HI + Hz) =dim(H) =<2mi+ n

ApplyingGrassmann's dimension theorem

dim(HI ('\Hz) =dim(HI) + dim(H2)-dim(HI + Hz)
= mi + n + mi + n - 2mi - n

[U'U UI11{::]=0
or

U'IZ.Hl = - U'n . Hl

=n
it follows that the row space of U'IZ.Hl cquals the required intersection of the row
spaces of Hl and Hz. U'11' Hl contains 21i- n row vectors, only n of which are
linearly independent (dimension of the intersectionl. Thus, it remains to select n
suitable combinations of these row vectors. One straightforward way would consist of
taking the SVD of U'II' H I in order to compute a basis for its row space. Tbe
following theorem gives the outline of a shortcut to this method, replacing the SVD of
U'U .HI-a [(21i- nl x j)-matrix where most of the time j is very large-by a
smaller SVD.

From (8), we derive

[
Y"z

]
X 2 = r,+ . y"1 - r,+ . H, . Uu = [r,+ - r,+ . H,]

Uu

where r,+ is the pseudo-inverse of rl( r,+ . rl = /... since r, has full column rank).
which shows that the row space of X z lies within the row space of Hl' Equally weil,
X I's row space lieswithin HI'Srow space.On the other hand, X I andUhl completely
determine X z through

X2=AI'XI+[A'-I'B... A'B B]Uu

andsince X I 's row space lieswithinHl 's rowspace,the same holds true for X z's row
space. 0

Theorem 4

Let the SVD of H = [::Jbe

[
Uil

H=
UZI

Uu

J [
Su 0

J
V'

U12 0 0
The above theorem allows us to calculate a state vector sequence, making use of

measured I/O-data only. Once this state vector sequence is known, the system
matrices are easily identified from a set of linear equations, as shown in the next
section.

In practice. due to perturbations on the measured data (noise. non-linearity, etc.),

then the state vector sequence X 2 =[.t[k + i] x[k + i + I] ... x[k + i + j - I]]
canbecalculatedas

Xz= U~.U'U. Hl

where U~-an [n x (2U: n)J-matrix accounti~g for the necessary reduction of

-- ---
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(2li- n) mutually dependent row vectors of U'u 'H I to n independent veetors-is
defined through the SVD of U'U ' Uil' S 11

[
Sf 0][V~

J
U'U'UII'SII=[U. U;]

o 0 V;'

u[k + i]

y[k + i]

u[k+i+l]

y[k + i + 1]

u[k+i+l]

y[k+i+ 1]

u(k + i + 2]

y[k+i+2]

u[k+i+j-l]

y[k+i+j-I]

u(k + i + j]

y[k + i + j] (10)
Hz=

Prooi

Sinceany basis for the row space of U'U.Hl isa realizationof X z(secabove),we
first calculate its SVD

U'U' Hu= U'dUII UU{S~I ~J V'

= [U'U' Uil' SII 0] V'

=[U..S..~ O]V'

= U.[S. 0]( v, v.>'

u[k + 2i- 1]

y[k+2i-l]

u[k + 2i]

y[k + 2i]

u[k + 2i + j - 2]

y[k + 2i + j - 2]

Notice that Theorem 3 remains valid. We also introduce the following notation:
M(p:q, r:s) is the subrnatrixof M at the intersection of rows p, p + I, ..., q and
columns r, r + 1, ..., s; M(:, r:s) is the subrnatrix of M containing columns r, r + 1. ...,
s; M(p: q, :) is the subrnatrix of M containing rows p, p + 1, ..., q. As an example

Now,since U~'U.=I"..

U~' U'u' Hl = (S. O](V' v.)'

which is a valid basis for the row space of U',2 .Hl and thus a realization of X 2'

o

Hl = H( 1 : mi + li, :)

Now let the SVD of H = [;J he

H= U.S. V'

4, Identification of system matrices
Once X z is known, the system matrices can be identitied by solving a set of linear

equations in a straightforward way

[
X(k+i+ I] ... X[k+i+j-t]

J
=

[

A B

J[
X(k+i] ... X[k+i+j-2]

Jy[k+i] ... y[k+i+j-2] C D u[k+i] ... u[k+i+j-2]

As this (overdetermined) set of equations should be solved in the least-squares sense,
the residuals correspond to the noise terms w[k] and v[k] introduced in § 2.

Once again, a computationally more efficient way of computing the system
matrices is conceivable, making use of the already calculated SVD of H (concaten-
ation of Hl and H2)' The above set of equations may be replaced by a reduced
equivalent set, revealing exactly the same least-squares solution.

For compact notation, it is useful to tirst redefine matrices Hl and H2 (6) in the
following way

Theorem 5

The system matrices may he identitied from the following set of linear equations

[
U~' U~z' U(m+l+ 1:(i+ I)(m+ 1),:)S

JU(mi+li+m+ I :(m+l)(i+ I),:)S

[
A B

J [
U~' U'U' U(I :mi + Ii, :)S

J= CD U(mi+Ii+I:mi+li+m,:)S

(see § 3 for a detinition of U. and Uui

Prooi

From § 3 it follows that

[x[k +i] ... x[k + i+j-I]] = U~' U'U 'HI

=U~' U~2'H(I:mi+Ii,;)

= U~. U'I2 . U( 1: mi + Ii, :)S . V' (11)

Making use of the time-invariance and the block Hankel structure of matrix H, we can
easily prove that

[x[k+i+ 1] x[k+i+j]]

= U~' U'I2' H(m + I + I :(i + I)(m + I),:)

= U~' U'U' U(m+ 1+ 1:(i + l)(m + I), :)S' V' (12)

- ~--- ----
- - --

u(k] u(k + I] ... u(k+j-I]

y[k] y(k+l] ... y(k+j-I]

u[k + 1] u[k + 2] ... u[k + j]

HI=I y[k + 1] y[k+2] ... y(k + j]

I

(9)

u[k + i-I] u[k + i] ... u(k + j + i - 2]

y[k + i-I] y[k + i] ... y[k + j + i - 2]
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Also, from the definition of H, it follows that

[u[k+i] ... u[k+i+j-I]]=H(mi+li+l:mi+li+m,:)

= U(mi + li + I :mi + li + m, :)S' Y' (13)
and

[y[k + i] ... y[k + i +j - I]]

=H(mi+li+m+ 1:(m+l)(i+ 1),:)

= U(mi+li+m+ I :(m+l)(i+ 1),:)S' Y' (14)

When (11),(12), (13) and(14)aresubstitutedinto thefollowing(overdetermined)set
of linearequations

[
X[k+i+I]... x[k+i+j]

]
=

[

A B

][
X[k+i] ... X[k+i+j-l]

]y[k+i] ... y[k+i+j-I] C D u[k+i]... u[k+i+j-l]

we obtain

[
U~' U'I2' U(m + I+ 1:(i + l)(m + I),:)S' Y'

JU(mi + li + m+ I :(m+ I)(i+ I), :)S' Y'

[
A B

J [
U~' U'I2' U(1 :mi+ 1i,:)S' Y' ]= C D U(mi+li+l:mi+Ii+m,:)S'V'

The common (orthogonal) factor V' can be discarded, thus effectively reducing the
number of equations (rememberj ~ max(mi,/i», without altering the least-squares
solution

[
U~' U'12. U(m + 1+ 1:(i + l)(m + I), :)S

JU(mi + li + m + 1:(m + I)(i + 1), :)S

[
A B

J[
U~'U'I2'U(I:mi+Ii,:)S

J= C D U(mi+Ii+I:mi+li+m,:)S 0

Nore: The common factor Simposes weights on the different equations. Discard-
ing it would alter the least-squares solution.
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Step 2 Calculate the SVD of U\2' Uil' SII

[
Sf 0

J [
~

J
U'I2'UII'SII=[U, U~]

o 0 V:-'

number of inputs and outputs. respectively. 2i heing the numher of block rows in the
tictitious matrix H for k = I, .,.

Step I. Construct ncw column column to he added to H, using the 2i latest 1/0-
measurements

Step 3. Solve the followingset of linear equations

[U~' U~2' U(m + I+ I :(i + I)(m + I). :)S

JU(mi+li+m+ 1:(m+l)(i+ I).:)S

[
A B

J [
U~' U'I2' U(I :mi + li, :)S

J= C D U(mi+li+ l:mi+li+m,:)S

Step 2. Calculate SVD

Ut' St' V~=[a' Ut-I' St-I column]

and partition

[
Uil

Ut' St =
UZI

Step 3. Calculate the SVD of Uh . Uil' S11

U I2

J [
Su 0

JUn 0 0

It is wortb noticing that the system matrices are ultimately identified from U and S
only (H = U . S' V'), and that the much larger and mucb more noise-sensitive matrix
V is fortunately never used. Even the state vector sequence X 2 does not necd to he
constructed explicitly. Tbis reduction tums out to be very useful when an adaptive
identification algoritbm is constructed (sec § 6).

Uh'UII'SII=[U, u:-{:' ~J[;;J

Example
Tbc performance of the algoritbm bas been evaluated on botb simulated and

industrial data sets. The following example is due to Prof. R. Guidorzi (University of
Bologna) (Guidorzi and Rossi 1974). The I/O-sequence has been obtained under
norroal operating conditions of a 120 MW power plant (Pont sur Sambre, France), a
system with five inputs and tbree outputs. The identified models (for dilferent system
order estimates) have been evaluated by comparing original and simulated outputs,
using the original input signals and the identified model (Fig. I). These simulations
demonstrate the remarkable robustness of the identification scheme with respect to
over- and underestimation of the system order.

Step 4. Solve the following set of linear equations

[
U~' U'I2' U(m + I + I :(i + I)(m + I), :)S

JU(mi + li+m+ I :(m+ I)(i+ 1), :)S

[
AB

J [
U~' Uh . U( I :mi + li, :)S

J= C D U(mi+li+ l:mi+li+m,:)S
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6. On-linealgoritbm
Aigoritbm I is easily converted into an adaptive one, where model updating

sbould account for time-variance.Everytime-stepa new input-output measurement
hecomesavailable,defininga ncwcolumn to he added to tbe matrix H. On tbc otber
band. older measurementssbould he discardedby successivelydeletingcolumnsfrom
H. The olf.line algorithm of tbc previous section is tben applied to tbe updated H-
matrix.

Instead of using this moving windowtecbnique, wc can also apply exponential
weigbting.Ncw columns are still added to H, but instead of deleting columns, all
columns arc multiplied by a weigbtingfactor a(a ~ I). This way, a column tbat was
added q time-stepsearlier, is weigbtedwith a factor a', thus elfectivelyreducing tbe

, contribution of the older data.
Sinceonly U and S in tbc SVD of Hare needed (sec§ 5), H does not need to be

constructed explicitly,since tbc weightingcan also be applied to S.

"(), ~

..() 8

Aigorithm 2

Initializc Uo = 1(2...+211,.C2..1+2111'So = 0.2...+2111.(2..'+211" mand I heing tbc

-I .

o :,:00 400 &00 800 1000 1200 14QO 1600 1300 :::000

Figure 2. Identified poles ror a second-order time-varying system with sinusoidally varying
system poles.
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Example
As an example, a second-order time-variant system with two inputs and two

outputs and sinusoidaIly varying system poles is identified. Figure 2 shows the
identifiedsystem poles when the weightingCactoris set equal to 1-2-4.

7. Conclusion

A novel strategy Corstate-space identification Crom (noisy) I/O-measurements is
presented. The system matrices are identified by only applying numerically stabie
SYD techniques to a block Hankel matrix (number oCcolumns ~ number oCrows),
constructed with I/O-data. As it turns out that only the leCtsingular basis is required,
both the computational load and the noise sensitivity are considerably reduced.
Moreover, the algorithm is easily converted into an adaptive version Corslowly time-
varying systems, making use oCadaptive SYD algorithms. Extensive simulations have
demonstrated the remarkable robustness oCthe identification scheme with respect to
noise and over- and underestimation oCthe system order.
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